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Abstract
We develop a conceptual framework for the institutional arrangement to implement concession contracts in developing countries, where institutional failures are
decisive. The analysis is focused on the identification and assignment of key roles
to institutions, in the presence of sector-specific contextual variables. We claim
that the institutional arrangement — the role allocation — is critical to explaining
different levels of success in the implementation of concession contracts. We then
apply our institutional framework to different key sectors in Chile, where a model
based on the private provision of services through concession contracts has been
developed and used for more than twenty years.
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Introduction

In recent decades, there has been a wide use of public-private partnerships (PPP) in
both developed and developing countries in order to secure the efficient provision of
public services (Guasch et al. (2008), Poulton and Macartney (2012)). More specifically,
one of the most frequently used versions of these partnerships is concessions, a contract
by which the public authority — usually the central government, municipality, public
agency, etc. — grants a private provider the right to provide a service considered essential
or in the public interest for a certain period of time and under significant market power.
In turn, the provider can earn income from this activity (Rufián (1999)).
Chile is often cited as an example of a developing country that has implemented
concession contracts with great success.1 In Chile, concessions have been widely use for
more than two decades, particularly to provide road infrastructure, water and sewage
services, airports and port services, and it is recognized as a benchmark in Latin America. In fact, between 1995-2008, more than fifty concession contracts were awarded in
the infrastructure sector, leading to a total investment of more than $11.5 billion (Hill
(2011)). In spite of this good overall performance of concession contracts, their success
still varies greatly; contracts in some sectors produce good results, whereas in some other
sectors, they still yield poor services.2 Regarding the question of why different concession contracts are implemented more successfully than others, there is not necessarily a
simple answer. In this paper, we pinpoint key institutional factors that may contribute
to a successful concession implementation (Harrison et al. (2013)).
Previous work offers partial evaluations only at a sectorial level (mainly on infrastructure concessions, as in Hill (2011)) and identifies particular problems of concession
contracts, such as the allocation system or the procedures to solve controversies.3 In
Chile, while the initial focus of concessions was, in fact, infrastructure projects, concessions have been widely used in other sectors, such as airports, ports, hospitals, water
and sewage, and even prisons. In this paper, we argue that institutional problems, particularly those that occur once the contract has been awarded are the most important
determinants of a contract’s success across sectors. To explore this idea more formally,
we develop a conceptual framework for institutional arrangement. The key ingredients
1

According to the 2017 Infrascope, published by The Economist - Intelligence Unit, Chile has
a developed environment for public-private partnerships: “The country has a strong regulatory and
supporting institutional framework for PPP ”.
2
See Bitran and Villena (2010) for a diagnostic of the Chilean experience. Engel et al. (2008)
provides a closer look at the public works infrastructure sector, while Andres et al. (2007) provides a
broader discussion of the Latin American experience.
3
See Paredes and Sánchez (2003) for an analysis of the bidding process in Chilean concessions.
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for this framework are the identification and the assignment of key roles involved in
any concession contract, independent of the sector in which it is used. As long as these
roles are assigned to institutions to avoid conflict among them, we claim that concession contracts are easier to design and implement. In this process, we will see that
environmental variables for the economic sector in which the concession is awarded can
be critical. More generally, we observe that this role assignment process is the key to
explaining different levels of success in the application of the concession model as an
effective instrument to provide valuable services from the public use of infrastructure in
developing countries. Our framework allows us to identify several key institutional aspects that must be taken into account to implement successful concession contracts.We
then undertake an in-depth study — including interviews with several key actors — of
the experience in Chile, a country that has implemented concession contracts in different
sectors as part of its growth and development strategy.
The theoretical literature commonly assumes that the public authority designs a
concession contract in such a way that ex post incentives between the private provider
and the authority are aligned (Dewatripont and Legros (2005),Guasch et al. (2006)).
This situation differs significantly from real-world experience. First, the authority is
usually not a single institution; rather, in most cases, it is a group of them. Second, each
one acts as a counterpart to the concessionaire while possessing different objectives. The
rationale for having multiple institutions usually extends far beyond a specific contract
and is commonly a result of the basic economic principle of specialization. Taking
this context into account, the institutional arrangement problem becomes a problem
of optimal role assignment while accounting for all the different tasks involved in a
concession contract that favor its implementation. We claim that in order to successfully
solve this problem, all roles should be assigned, and conflicting roles should not fall on
the same institution. If this were the case, then private providers would have incorrect
incentives, generating suboptimal results. Furthermore, in some cases, new institutions
could be necessary to complete the institutional arrangement in order to successfully
implement concession contracts.
In the last few decades, the mechanism design theory has been used to address the
fundamental question of how to design “rules of the game” or “institutions” to attain
socially desirable predefined goals as equilibrium outcomes. These advances have been
the origin of a new normative framework known as the “New Economics of Regulation”
(Laffont and Tirole (1986),Laffont and Tirole (1993)), which has been used to design
regulatory reforms in developed and developing countries. However, only recently has
there been a recognition that developing countries have specific characteristics that must
2

be taken into account when applying the mechanism design literature to the design of
institutions. Laffont (2005) uses the term “institutional failures” to refer to institutional
limitations affecting regulation in developing economies, while Estache and Wren-Lewis
(2009) identifies four broad limitations: limited regulatory capacity, limited commitment, limited accountability and limited fiscal efficiency.4 Our proposed conceptual
model deals precisely with Laffont’s institutional failures in the process of institutional
design in developing countries.
We present our conceptual framework in Section 2. We apply our framework to study
concession contracts in public works (roads, highways, etc.), water and sewage services
and ports in Chile in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4, we identify several key major
problems in each sector and conclude the paper.

2

Roles, Conflicts and Institutional Arrangement

Because our focus is the adequate institutional arrangement to implement a concession
contract, we consider the problem of a planner that has already designed and assigned
a contract in pursuit of a given socially desirable goal.5 We refer to an institutional
arrangement as a set of agreements on the division of responsibilities between all agencies
or institutions involved in a concession contract.
The planner’s problem can be considered to have two successive stages. In the first
stage, the planner determines the social objective to be implemented through a concession contract. This stage is typically modeled as a discounted welfare maximization
problem in which the decision variables — elements that society regards as the optimal functioning of the market in which the concession is granted — are usually pricing
8
schemes (tPt u8
t“0 ); services standards, such as quality or coverage (tQt ut“0 ); and infrastructure levels (tIt u8
t“0 ). To properly solve this problem, the planner also takes into
account context constraints (Ct ), such as legal constraints, self-financing constraints and
even how different sectors relate with one another, and market characteristics (Mt ),
such as the level of competition in the sector and the activity type and complexity.6
Our key economic observation is that the identification of the social optimum —
say, the solution tPt˚ , Q˚t , It˚ u8
t“0 — is not all that we need to know to reach that op4

These limitations have a number of different implications, which are the focus of Laffont (2005).
The decision of whether or not to grant a concession contract , as important as it is, probably
requires a different approach under a political economy analysis. More generally, the particular publicprivate partnership strategy that an authority follows might be a reflection of the characteristics of its
political economy (Kuriyan and Ray (2009).
6
Altogether, this situation ř
can be represented as the following discounted pδ ă 1q welfare maximiza8
t
tion problem: maxtPt ,Qt ,It u8
t“0 δ Wt s.t pPt , Qt , It q P Ct X Mt .
t“0
5
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timum through a concession contract. The planner also requires that the concession
contract be successfully implemented. At this point, the institutional arrangement —
especially in developing countries — acts as the main determinant of successful implementation (Guasch et al. (2008)). For this reason, the second stage of the planner’s
problem becomes one of institutional design. In particular, the design of an institutional
arrangement can make the social optimum feasible to implement through a concession
contract. That is, this type of institutional arrangement allows the sequence of concession outcomes to replicate the social optimum.
We claim that any appropriate institutional arrangement is the result of identifying
and assigning key roles to an existing or new institution — making sure that no one has
to bear with contradicting incentives — so that the efficient result from the first stage
(pricing schemes, service levels and infrastructure level) can be implemented. More
specifically, a good institutional arrangement recognizes that each institution must have
a set of non-conflicting roles. Because different economic sectors might require different
institutional arrangements, the market characteristics and the context variables will play
an important role in the planner’s second stage.
Roles: Classifying the social objectives — defined in the first stage — into longrun objectives and short-term objectives will allow us to identify the key roles that
need to be assigned. We catalogue objectives that go beyond the concession contract
period as long-run objectives, and we designate those that are valid only throughout
the concession contract period as short-run objectives.7 In order to successfully achieve
the long-run objectives, we posit three key roles: the first is the planner and coordinator
role, which is responsible for pursuing a proper development of the concession sector.
It is also responsible for technological innovation and monitoring potential externalities
that may arise between same (and even different) sector operators. The second is the
fiscal responsibility role, which is responsible for ensuring that the decision to grant and
implement a concession is consistent with the fiscal equilibrium of the country. The
institution that assumes this role values subsidies, liabilities, insurance coverage, etc.,
so that fiscal balance is ensured. The third role is the infrastructure owner role, which
acts as the infrastructure owner.
In order to successfully achieve the short-run objectives, we posit four other key
roles: First, the grantor is responsible for granting the concession contract. Whoever
assumes this role designs the object-mechanism pair (i.e., the object being awarded and
the mechanism to decide to whom it should be awarded). The object is the concession
7

It is clear, for example, that a concessionaire does not have the incentive to address prices or service
quality after the concession period, which can affect investment decisions.
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Socially Desirable
Objectives to Implement
Short Run
Long Run
Solution

tPt˚ , Q˚t , It˚ uTt“0

Vehicle

Concession
Grantor

Active
Roles

Contract
Manager
Supervisor

tPt˚ , Q˚t , It˚ u8
t“0
Sequence of
Concessions
Planner &
Coordinator
Fiscal
Responsibility
Infrastructure
Owner

Regulator
Table 1: Roles and Socially Desirable Objectives: The planner’s second stage
problem consists of the design of an institutional arrangement that makes the social
optimum tPt˚ , Q˚t , It˚ u8
t“0 implementable through a concession contract. This way, the
institutional arrangement allows the outcomes tPt˚ , Q˚t , It˚ uTt“0 of a sequence of concessions of length T ă 8 to replicate the social optimum. For this, the planner identifies
four roles related to short-run objectives and three related to long-run objectives.

contract itself, and therefore, the object design problem is essentially the design of the
concession contract and must account for the following: incentives to invest towards
the end of the contract term, conflict resolution, renegotiation, contract modification
and management control mechanisms. The mechanism design problem deals with the
selection process of the concessionaire (e.g., auctions, beauty contests, lotteries, etc.).
Second, the contract manager is the counterpart of the concessionaire during the contract
period; enforces the contract and resolves unforeseen circumstances. In other words, it
must manage all the contract’s incompleteness and must anticipate potential conflicts in
operational, financial and managerial aspects, among others. In any case, the contract
manager acts in a way that is consistent with the spirit of the contract. Third, the
supervisor is responsible for monitoring the compliance with the norms that regulate the
quality of service that are not explicit in the contract. Fourth, the regulator is responsible
for pursuing welfare maximization in the market through price determination.
The institutional design problem for concessions is thus one of role allocation in
which institutions are required to fulfill every role that a concession contract requires,
meeting not only short-run social objectives but also long-run ones. In order to solve this
5

Stages

Pertinence of
the Concession

Design of
the Concession

Assignment of
the Concession

Construction and
Operation Stage

Fiscal Responsibility
Planner and Coordinator

Active
Roles

Infrastructure Owner
Grantor

Regulator
Supervisor
Contract
Manager

Figure 1: Active Roles at Different Stages of a Concession: The roles related to longrun objectives are always important. The roles related to short-run objectives vary in their
importance. During the design and assignment of the concession contract, the grantor role
is the most important. The regulator, supervisor and contract manager roles grow more
important during the construction and operation stages.

implementation problem, the planner not only designs and assigns short-term contracts
but also might want to design and/or adapt institutions. The latter allow the sequence of
concession contracts to meet short and long run social objectives. Accordingly, it would
be a mistake to set the institutional arrangement to focus only on the concession period
because long run objectives would be underrepresented. It would also be a mistake
to directly assign social objectives to institutions, as this may induce a suboptimal
solution implementation. Instead, non conflicting roles should be assigned, such that
institutions, altogether, with clear and adequate mandates and tools are able to achieve
the objectives.
Unlike the roles related to long-run objectives, the importance of those related to
short-run objectives vary throughout the concession process. We identify four stages of
the concession process: the pertinence, design, assignment and construction and operation of a concession. Figure 1 shows schematically the roles and its relevance at different
stages across the horizon of a concession contract. The role of the grantor becomes relatively more important during the design and assignment stages of a concession. Once
a concession contract is assigned, the roles of contract manager and supervisor grow
more relevant as they ensure that the specifics of the contract are being honored. The
importance of the regulator role grows more relevant early in the concession process,
when tariffs and prices must be computed, and only occasionally, during the concession
process, when they must be recalculated.
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Roles

Associated with
Short Run Objectives
Contract
Regulator Supervisor
Manager

Associated with
Long Run Objectives
Infrastructure Planner and
Fiscal
Owner
Coordinator Responsibility

Grantor

3/ 5

3/ 5

3/ 5

3/ 5

5

5

Contract
Manager

-

3/ 5

3/ 5

3/ 5

5

5

-

3

5

5

5

-

5

5

5

-

5

5

-

5

Regulator
Supervisor
Infrastucture
Owner
Planner and
Coordinator

Table 2: Conflict Matrix: The checkmarks (3) indicate no conflicting roles, while the
x-marks (5) indicate conflicting roles. The roles associated with long-run objectives all
conflict with each other. The planner-coordinator and fiscal responsibility roles are in
conflict with all other roles. Roles associated with short-run objectives that are relatively
more important during different stages in the concession process are more conflicting.

Conflicts: A good institutional arrangement is the result of a good role assignment process. More specifically, we posit four key properties that must hold to solve
this problem properly and that result in a good role assignment process. First and most
obviously, all the roles must be assigned. If not, it is very likely that some people in the
institution will assume that this role is theirs, using it to their own benefit. For instance,
the planner and coordinator role is often not explicitly assigned. Therefore, this role is
usually assumed by other authorities from the city (e.g., municipalities or regulator authorities). Second, conflicting roles cannot be assigned to the same institution, aligning
incentives and favoring easier accountability. Third, the arrangement must account for
the specificity of each contract’s environment; that is, for context constraints and market
characteristics. Fourth, the arrangement must account for the potential tradeoff between
legal security and flexibility.8
The process of identifying potential conflicts of roles is mainly of a normative nature.
Regardless, the restrictions presented above can be used to identify situations in which
it is more likely that two roles will be considered more or less in conflict. Table 2
8

At a first glance, this condition could seem too stringent, but the reason for it is analogous to the
broadly supported separation of inflation control and fostering growth in different institutions, that is,
the Central Bank and Finance Ministry.

7

summarizes the most likely cases of conflict between roles. Most salient are the conflict
between roles associated with long-run objectives and the conflict between the plannercoordinator and the fiscal responsibility roles with any other role. Intuitively, this is the
natural result of the underlying conflicts between long- and short-run objectives. The
planner-coordinator and fiscal responsibility roles are in conflict with each other since the
main goal for the planner-coordinator is related to the need to provide a service, whereas
for the institution, assuming the fiscal responsibility role is done to satisfy the budget
constraint. In addition, the roles of regulator and infrastructure owner are — in general
— incompatible. While the regulator set the tariffs that maximize the social welfare
(subject to self-financing), the infrastructure owner pursues only the maximization of
asset value. That is, if these two roles fall on the same institution, the infrastructure
owner could have incentives to over-invest in infrastructure. Finally, roles associated
with short-run objectives that are relatively more important during different stages in
the concession process are usually more conflictive. For instance, the grantor role —
which is relatively more important during the design and assignment stages — is usually
in conflict with the contract manager, supervisor and regulator roles — each is relatively
more important during the construction and operating stages.9

3

The Chilean Case: Water, Ports and Infrastructure Concessions

Using the conclusions from our previous section — summarized in Table 2 — we now
offer our diagnosis of the institutional arrangement for three relevant economic sectors in
Chile, where concessions contracts have been in operation for more than a decade: water
services (distribution and sewage), ports and public works infrastructure. In the water
services sector, firms in concessions only coexist with private firms. In the port sector, all
public ports operate under concession contracts, while infrastructure sector concessions
accounted for 16% of GDP from Construction in 2000-2005 (MOP (2016)). We first
provide a brief description of each sector’s current institutional arrangement in order
to be able to learn from its experience and to propose adjustments to the institutional
arrangement, looking for improvements in the provision of final services. Our diagnosis is
based on a detailed revision of the laws that create some of the institutions that intervene
during the concession contract, as well as in interviews with several key relevant actors.

9

A more detailed analysis of situations with and without conflict is given in the Appendix.
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A. Water Services:
Brief introduction: In Chile, control of the water distribution and sewage services began in 1931 with the creation of the Water and Sewage Department (Dirección
General de Agua Potable y Alcantarillado) In 1953, it was consolidated with the Department of Hydraulics to create the Sanitation Department (Dirección de Obras Sanitarias
or DOS), whose mandate included studying, designing, building, repairing, conserving,
exploiting, improving and managing potable water and sewage services that were run
with funds or contributions from the state.
In 1977 — to solve problems caused by the lack of a single institutional framework —
the national public water and sanitation company SENDOS (Servicio Nacional de Obras
Sanitarias) was created. SENDOS established offices in eleven of the thirteen regions of
the country. In the metropolitan and fifth regions, the autonomous companies EMOS
(Empresa Metropolitana de Obras Sanitarias) and ESVAL (Empresa de Obras Sanitarias
de Valparaiso) were created, respectively.
In 1990 — through the Law Nr. 18.902 — a new institutional framework was
established. The creation of the Superintendence of Sanitary Services (SISS) sought
to more clearly separate the roles of regulator and operator — roles that until then fell
on the state and largely prevented the sector from reaching adequate standards.
In 1998, the regulatory framework changed with the Law Nr. 19.549, which allowed
the entry of private capital, corrected some regulatory failures and increased the regulatory and supervisory powers of the SISS. The entry of private capital occurred in two
ways: first, through the sale of shares (up to 60% ownership) of public companies,10
and second, through concessions in water and sewage services. As a result, two types of
companies began to coexist: private companies and companies in concessions.
In the concession process, public companies transferred their exploitation rights to
nine private companies through contracts that were valid for thirty years. Later, in
December 2004, all these public companies11 merged into a single company: ECONSSA
(Empresa Concesionaria de Servicios Sanitarios S.A.), which began operations in 2008.
If by 1989 only 2.7% of the operation of services were in charge of private companies,
by 2005, that number increased to 94.8%.
Diagnosis: This sector is characterized by its natural monopoly nature because
the services qualify as basic needs (i.e., water distribution and sewage). The sector’s
institutional arrangement, presented in the first column of Table 3, is one in which
10

Starting with the companies that provided water and sewage services in the more important regions:
Metropolitan (EMOS, currently known as Aguas Andinas), Biobio (ESSBIO), Valparaiso (ESVAL) and
Los Lagos (ESSAL).
11
Essat S.A., Emssat S.A., Essco S.A., Essam S.A., Essar S.A., Emssa S.A. and Esmag S.A.
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a publicly owned entity — ECONSSA — assumes the role of infrastructure owner.
This corporation is not only in charge of the quality and infrastructure development
when a private provider — under a concession contract — provides the service but also
must be able to provide the service if a private concessionaire fails to do so under the
predefined standards. The roles of regulator and supervisor fall by Law on the SISS, a
regulatory agency that ensures that specified standards are met (supervisor role) and
that represents consumers in the tariff-setting process (regulator role). The SISS deals
with ECONSSA concessionaires and with private providers, each of whom acts as a local
monopoly in particular regions. The roles of grantor and contract manager also fall on
ECONSSA. Although the planner and coordinator role has not been explicitly assigned
in the contracts or by any Law, it has been assumed by both the SISS and ECONSSA.
Finally, the Ministry of Finance ensures the fulfillment of fiscal responsibility.
B. Ports:
Brief introduction: In the 1960s, the state created the Ports Company of Chile
(Empresa Portuaria de Chile or EMPORCHI ) to be in charge of exploiting and preserving the ten public ports, acting as a national port authority and setting their tariffs.
In 1981 — through the Law Nr.18.011, Law Nr.18.032 and Law Nr.18.042 — EMPORCHI’s monopoly on ports operations ended. With it, a multi-operator scheme
began. Now, services at each port can be carried by a variety of private operators.
The state maintained ownership of the ports’ infrastructure, while EMPORCHI was in
charge of managing port operators’ access to the provision of services.
In 1991, in order to incorporate capital and private management into public works,
the statutory decree DFL 164 was approved, authorizing private participation in public
works. In December 1997, the Law Nr.19.542 on the modernization of the port sector
eliminated EMPORCHI, created ten public companies and allowed private companies
to invest in the sector. The law also allowed for single-operator schemes (i.e., services
could be offered by a single private operator in a port), but only after a public bid.
The concessions of Chilean ports began in mid-1999, with the tender of the main
terminals in the central zone: San Vicente, San Antonio and Valparaı́so. Later, in
mid-2000, the concession process continued with the ports of Iquique and Antofagasta.
In mid-2004, a concession was granted for the port of Arica. Altogether, the Chilean
port system currently includes fifty six ports, ten of which are public, while six are
concessioned under a single-operator system.
Diagnosis: As in the water sector, in this sector, both public (with private concessionaires) and private ports coexist. However, this sector is much more competitive, as
evidence by the absence of tariff regulation. As public port corporations own the infras10

Role / Sector

Water Distribution
and Sewage

Public Works
Infrastructure

Ports

MOP: Project Division,
other sector ministries and
Ministry of Finance

Grantor

Short Run Goals
Long-Run Goals

Associated with

Associated with

ECONSSA
Contract
Manager
Port
Corporation

Supervisor

SISS
Regulatory
Framework

Regulator

SISS
(by Law)

Planner and
Coordinator

ECONSSA
SISS

Fiscal
Responsibility
Infrastructure
Owner

MOP and fiscal supervisors.
Construction Phase:
Construction Division of CCOP
Operational Phase:
Supervising Division CCOP and
Sectorial Ministries

MOP
(At a Contractual Level )
Councils for CityPort Coordination/
Advisor Committee
in Port Issues

MOP - Planning Division
MOP - DIRPLAN /
MIDEPLAN / SECTRA

Ministry of Finance
ECONSSA

Port
Corporation

MOP

Table 3: Institutional Arrangements in Three Sectors in Chile: In the water
sector, all roles associated with short-run objectives fall on ECONSSA and the SISS.
All roles fall on each public port corporation in the port sector and on the MOPin the
public works infrastructure sector. As for the roles associated with long-run objectives,
the planner and coordinator role has not been explicitly assigned in any of the sectors
(gray), while the fiscal responsibility role always falls on the Ministry of Finance.

tructure, the role of infrastructure owner falls on them. The roles of grantor, contract
manager and supervisor are also played by each port corporation. The public port corporation not only defines a mechanism to assign the contract (grantor) but also sets the
required quality standards and the tariffs, supervises and manages the contracts. Despite the fact that it has not been explicitly assigned, the planner and coordinator role
has been partially assumed by entities such as the Port-City Coordination Council and
the Advisor Committee in Maritime and Port Matters. The role of fiscal responsibility
falls to the Ministry of Finance.
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C. Public Works Infrastructure:
Brief introduction: In Chile, public works concessions began in 1991, when a
concession law (Ley de Concesiones de Obras Públicas) was approved. Between 1993
and 1995, nine transport-infrastructure projects were awarded, accounting for more than
$800 million dollars. In 1996, a new concession law (D.S. MOP Nr. 900 ) was approved
that transformed the Chilean concession program into one that creates the most favorable conditions for investors in Latin America.
Between the years 2001 and 2004, the Ministry of Public Works (MOP ) began a new
type of concession in the transport sector: four urban highways accounting for more than
2.500 million dollars. By March 2018, there were 66 projects in concession and 21 others
that had already finished, accounting for a total investment value of $19.072 million
dollars in the 1992-2018 period.
Diagnosis: In this sector, many roles fall on the (MOP) and its different subdivisions. The role of grantor falls on the Project Division of Concession Coordinator of
Public Works (CCOP). The roles of contract manager and supervisor both fall on the
MOP and its fiscal inspectors. More specifically, the role is assumed by the construction
division and the supervision division of the CCOP during the construction and operation stages of the concession. The regulator role is replaced by regulation through the
contracts or endogenized in the assignment mechanism when the assignment variable is
the tariff. Although the planner and coordinator role has not been explicitly assigned,
it has been assumed by the Planning Division of the MOP, the Ministry of National
Planning (MIDEPLAN) and the TransPort Secretariat (SECTRA), depending on the
specific project. Finally, the role of fiscal responsibility falls on the Ministry of Finance.

3.1

Analysis of Conflicting Roles in Chile

In this section, we discuss the optimality of the institutional arrangements summarized
in Table 3. Our analysis is based on the conflict matrix in Section 2. At a general level,
we observe that there are four significant commonalities in the institutional arrangement
of the three sectors we study.
First, the planner and coordinator role is not explicitly assigned in any of the sectors.
Instead, the role has been taken over — at least partially — by different institutions,
which might have occurred for several reasons that range from an honest sense of public
duty to a purely self-interested act to gain decision power. This situation is problematic
since the goals that those institutions might pursue are not necessarily aligned with the
long-run objectives that the planner and coordinator must achieve.
12

Second, the role of fiscal responsibility always falls on the Ministry of Finance, mainly
because concession contracts include fiscal commitments — which are usually statecontingent, such as minimum income guarantees, minimum traffic flow guarantees, etc.
— whose coverage needs to be guaranteed. For instance, contracts with longer-term
or more flexible durations might be desirable in order to make them more attractive to
investors. The flip side being that it might be at the expense of increasing the contingent
liabilities. Once the fiscal responsibility role falls on the Ministry of Finance, this kind
of trade-off is successfully resolved.
Third, because the grantor role falls on different institutions across the sectors, the
Ministry of Finance — which plays the fiscal responsibility role in all sectors — has
gained significant power in granting decisions. This overrepresentation in the granting
stage might not necessarily be optimal.
Finally, in all three sectors the concession contract grants the private part the right
to provide a service under significant market power. For this reason — as the economic
theory dictates — regulation and supervision are key aspects of the institutional arrangement. In particular, there must exist at least one institution that plays the regulator —
in charge of the tariff-setting process — and supervisor — ensuring service quality —
roles. Of course, both of these responsibilities might fall on the same institution.
We now offer sector-specific analysis regarding the optimality of the institutional
arrangements we have just described.
A. Water Services:
The institutional arrangement seems adequate, as corroborated by the low frequency
of conflicts.12 Since the service that is being provided can be classified as a “lowcomplexity service”, there is no reason for precluding that the grantor and contract
manager roles fall on the same institution. In this sector, both roles are assigned to
ECONSSA, even when informally, they are advised by a commission formed by the
Production Development Corporation (known as CORFO by its acronym in Spanish) and
the Ministry of Finance. Therefore, contracts related decisions are not as unilateral as
they might appear. As ECONSSA has to deal with granting contracts only occasionally,
it has gained significant know-how in contract-managing activities. The main drawback
of this joint role assignment is that while ECONSSA has favored its role as contract
manager, it has failed to properly fulfill its grantor role. The main consequence of this
is an unclear definition of the pair object-assignment mechanism, which has become an
12

Due to the monopoly nature of the services provided, there exists a complete and well-developed
regulatory framework to deal with the concessionaire. In addition, the legal nature of ECONSSA (closer
to a private firm) contributes to solving the conflicts quickly and efficiently.
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important barrier to entry in assignment processes.
Finally, the regulator and supervisor roles fall on the SISS. The identification of
water services (distribution and sewage) providers with local natural monopolies has led
to an exogenous and independent regulation that pursues economic efficiency. This role
assignments is not conflicting.
Altogether, there is room for improvement in looking for a more balanced effort
between the grantor and contract manager roles. In particular, the assignment process
can be improved through the creation of a specialized institution that assumes the
grantor role. As for the Planner Coordinator role, this has been assumed informally
both by ECONSSA and the SISS. A more clear mandate regarding the institution that
should play this role could certainly be beneficial.
B. Ports:
In this sector, the institutional arrangement is full of role conflicts. The most important ones are related to the way roles associated with long-run objectives are assigned.
In fact, the planner and coordinator role has not been explicitly assigned; instead, it has
been informally assumed by different organizations, such as the Councils for City-Port
Coordination, Advisor Committee in Port Issues, etc. In general, these institutions lack
the power and organization to successfully perform as a planner and coordinator.
There are other conflicts related to the way roles associated with short run objectives
are assigned. More specifically, the regulator role has been assumed by port corporations,
even thought it has not been explicitly assigned to them. Conflicts here are obvious. For
example, tariffs might weight the corporation’s budget constraint more heavily, leading
to inefficiencies. Clearly, a way to improve the institutional arrangement is to formally
assign the regulator role to a specially designed institution.
Another conflict arises when the grantor, contract manager and the supervisor roles
fall on the same institution: the port corporation. As in the water sector, the first two
roles should not fall on the same institution, as this situation usually results in deficient
performance in at least one of the roles. In this particular case, this role assignment has
resulted in deficient performance as a grantor. In addition, a port corporation should not
be the supervisor because, at least to some extent, it is a partner of the concessionaire.
This situation is evident from the fact that corporation’s fees are directly related to a
concessionaire’s profits, and therefore, they do not have the correct incentives to enforce
the quality of service standards. Another reason, however, is that the problems that
contract incompleteness might cause are usually compensated by the acts of a competent
institution that assumes the regulator and supervisor roles. So a way to improve the
institutional arrangement is to formally assign the supervisor role, contract manager and
14

grantor roles avoiding conflicts. In particular, making sure that the supervisor falls on
a different institution from the one in charge of the other two.
C. Public Works Infrastructure:
As we mentioned before, most of the key roles have been assigned to the MOP. As
the first-generation concessions are now in operation — some of them have even been reauctioned — the MOP has accumulated knowledge that has been recognized as relevant
for other sector authorities. In fact, an important part of the MOP’s work currently has
to do with concessions in other sectors like hospitals, prisons and airports. Obviously,
and due to sector specific issues the contribution of the MOP has been important, yet
limited (Paredes and Sánchez (2003)). For this reason, we believe that the creation of a
concession agency would help to both rescue this accumulated knowledge for a broader
benefit and free resources in the MOP.
Most conflicts are related to the way roles associated with short-run objectives are
assigned. First, the regulatory role has been endogenized in contracts. Since first generation concessions are of relative low complexity — in the object-mechanism design sense
— this strategy has not generated significant conflicts. A problem could arise in more
sophisticated concessions, such as urban highways, where tolls depend upon tariffs in the
network system, so it could be difficult to define them in a contract. As a consequence,
we believe that this role could also be assigned to a different specialized regulator.
Second, the grantor role should be defined more clearly and separated from the contract manager and supervisor roles. Even when these roles have been assigned to different
units of the ministry, the presence of a common political authority raises some doubts
about the independence of the processes.13 In general, the multiplicity of roles exposed
the authority to be captured more easily by their counterparts. In this sense, it seems
logical that a superintendent or a specialized regulatory institution should be created,
at least to explicitly assume the supervisor role. As for the Planner Coordinator role, it
is important that the MOP plays this role precisely because of the required coordination
with other levels of government, such as municipalities, regional governments, etc.
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Several problems have arisen in the last few years. In particular, the provision of new infrastructure
not considered in the original contract has been quite controversial because approximately 30% of the
investments have been built as a result of direct negotiations between concessionaires and the ministry
(Engel et al. (2009)). Renegotiations are a generalized practice in Latin America, but “The existence
of a regulatory body at the time the concession was awarded dramatically reduces the occurrence of
subsequent renegotiations.” (Guasch et al. (2008)).
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4

Conclusions

We proposed a systematic way to analyze the institutional arrangement to implement
concession contracts. We consider the problem of a planner that has already designed
and assigned a contract in pursuit of a given socially desirable goal. Our focus is the
implementation problem in the presence of incentive constraints.
In order to successfully find an institutional arrangement that can implement concession contracts, one should identify and assign several key roles to institutions. In
particular, we identify seven first-order roles: grantor of the contract, contract manager, regulator, supervisor, planner and coordinator, infrastructure owner and manager
of fiscal responsibility. The first four are associated with short-run objectives, and the
last three are associated with long-run objectives. We then look for the best criteria
to assign these roles to a set of institutions. The key to the assignment process is to
assign all the roles and avoid assigning conflicting roles to the same institution. Several
conflicts arise from the nature of the role, in that some roles are associated with long-run
objectives, while others are associated with short-run ones. Others are specific to the
environment. For example, the regulatory role is usually in conflict with contract manager, but the conflict disappears in a competitive market because regulation, in this case,
is irrelevant. The planner and coordinator, infrastructure owner and manager of fiscal
responsibility are roles associated with long-run objectives, so they should be assigned
to different institutions. By a similar logic, the regulator and supervisor roles should fall
on institutions that were not assigned the role of grantor.
We then apply our framework to concession contracts in Chile, where there is a great
deal of experience in different sectors. This allows us to illustrate which institutional
framework works best to implement concessions contracts. We believe that learning from
the Chilean experience — by identifying the sources of different successes in concession —
could allow our institutional framework for concessions to be useful to other developing
countries. Despite the fact that concessions in Chile have been of relatively simple, we
observe a generalized conflict between the grantor and contract manager roles mainly
because the mistakes or omissions incurred by the first are assumed by the second.
Regarding the roles associated with long-run objectives, there are several commonalities across sectors. First, the fiscal responsibility role has been systematically assigned
to the Ministry of Finance. Although different rules might apply to different sectors
(e.g., self-financing constraints imposed on port corporations), the ultimate manager of
fiscal issues is well defined. Second, the planner and coordinator role is usually not explicitly assigned. As a result, different institutions have taken over that role, either due
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to an honest sense of public duty or a purely self-interested act to gain decision power.
The roles associated with short-run objectives have been assigned differently across
sectors. In the water sector, the regulator and supervisor roles fall on institutions that
are not assigned either the grantor or the contract manager role. This division of roles
is imperfect in the public works sector, where different units of the same ministry have
been assigned these conflicting roles. The less optimal case arises in the port sector,
where only one institution — port corporations — assumes most of the roles.
More generally, our conceptual framework not only identifies sectors in Chile with
high levels of conflict but also allows us to offer specific institutional recommendations
to improve the implementation of concession contracts in each sector. For example, in
the public works sector, the conflicting roles should be divided between the ministry
and a separate specialized institution. In the port sector, significant reform should be
conducted to meet the principles established in this article.
Other implications, however, are not so direct. For instance, the know-how needed to
assume the grantor role is quite different across sectors. In the ports and water sectors,
concessions are granted more sporadically, while in the public works sector, there is a
permanent granting process for concessions. We believe that there might be gains if
a concession agency (CA) — an institution that can provide support in the granting
process to different sectors — is created. However, the selection of a concessionaire
requires a joint design of the object and the assignment mechanism. While the design of
a mechanism could require a broad expertise in auctions and beauty contests, the design
of the object itself requires sectorial knowledge.
We believe that our proposed framework is general enough to be applied to other
countries in order to obtain more precise policy recommendations. We also believe that
our framework can easily be extended to other forms of public-private partnerships.
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For simple services (i.e., the design of the pair object-assignment mechanism can be done easily), no
conflicts arise. However, neither the object (e.g., with multiple services) nor the assignment mechanism
design is easy to conduct. Therefore, both roles should not fall on the same institution, despite the fact
this situation does not preclude the contract manager from being involved in the granting process.
15
This will be the case when the tariff to be charged by the concessionaire is the result of the
allocation mechanism, as in a Demsetz franchise bid for a natural monopoly.
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Regulator

-

5It also applies if the
regulator sets the tariffs in a
way that undermines the
concessionaire’s financial
strength or operational
development.

3There is no need for a
regulator if the regulation is
endogenous to the contract
itself.15

5Roles are in conflict if the
grantor receives part of the
income due to regulation.

3No conflict occurs if income
due to regulation does not go
to the grantor.

3A good assignment process
reduces subsequent
management problems.

5Failures in the assignment
process lead to subsequent
management problems.

Regulator

Contract
Manager

Contract
Manager

Grantor

Roles

Associated to
Short-Run Objectives

3The contract manager deals
with contractual and
administrative matters that
are related mainly to contract
incompleteness rather than
the service quality standard
issues, which are the concerns
of the supervisor.
3One is related to the
determination of the tariffs,
while the other is related to
the quality of services. In any
case, these roles exist only if
there is an exogenous
regulation that creates them.

3This situation applies to
simple services in terms of
service quality standards.

3If service quality is
observable or fully defined in
the contract, then the
supervisor role is less relevant
and conflicts vanish.14
5Through the supervision of
service quality, the supervisor
might assess the grantor
regarding the assignment
process.

Supervisor

5
Appendix: Some Specific Conflicts of Roles

Table 4: Specific Conflict Matrix: The checkmarks (3) indicate no conflicting roles,
while the x-marks (5) indicate conflicting roles. Not all roles associated with short-run
goals are in conflict, and most of them might or might not be in conflict.

